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Bike Smart for Teachers

Bike Smart is a fun, interactive program that teaches students in grades K-3 how to be safe
while riding a bike. The program includes activities that give students a chance to practice
important bike safety skills in the safety of the computer environment. These skills include
identifying properly vs. improperly worn bike helmets, learning bike hand signals, responding to
traffic signals, and identifying cars that could potentially be hazards at intersections. Research
shows that once children learn these skills in the computer environment, they are more likely to
understand how to behave in real traffic situations.

Prerequisite skills:  Being able to move and click a mouse are the only computer skills
required to use the program. Students must be able to distinguish basic colors (red, yellow,
blue, green) to accurately complete the interactive exercises.

Program length and structure:  Bike Smart is a 2-CD program:  Lesson 1, “The Basics,”
and Lesson 2, “Safe Riding.” Each lesson takes about 15-20 minutes to complete. Lesson 1
should be viewed before Lesson 2.

Program design:  To ensure mastery, the program presents instructional content in small
sections and asks often for student feedback. At the end of each section, students are given
mini-quizzes about the skills presented. If a student answers a question incorrectly, it is
presented again so that the student has another chance to be successful. After three
unsuccessful attempts, the program tells the student to ask for help. By clicking on the “Back”
arrow on the “Ask for help” screen, you and the student can review the question together and
discuss it before he or she responds again.

Parent materials: The program includes a parent handout that reinforces the skills taught in the
program. Print the “Bike Smart for Parents” file (BikeParent.pdf) from the Bike Smart: Lesson 1
CD-ROM. This is a two-page handout that can be printed back-to-back. Make a copy for each
student to take home.

Program Content: The Bike Smart program includes all the critical information children need to
become safe riders:

Lesson 1: The Basics
This introductory lesson covers bike equipment safety, appropriate helmet use,
and bike hand signals.  The lesson ends with an interactive quiz on safe bike
riding.

Lesson 2:  Safe Riding
In this lesson, children learn how to watch for cars turning at intersections, and
practice watching for hazards when riding on the sidewalk and on the street in a
virtual environment.
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Expansion activities:  Here are some suggestions for classroom activities that incorporate the
Bike Smart instructional concepts. These activities can be used to reinforce Bike Smart program
content after your class has viewed the program.

Classroom Expansion Activities

1. Q & A. After the class views each section of the Bike Smart program, ask them to name
“one thing you learned in the program.” For each item named by a student, include the rest
of the class by asking follow-up questions.

For example, one of your students says she learned that you need “two fingers of space
between your helmet and your eyebrows.” Follow-up questions could be:

“Why is that important?”
“What’s a good way to know if your helmet is on right?”
“What could happen if you don’t wear a bike helmet?”

2. Bike Helmet Try-on Practice.
The more children practice putting on a bike helmet and adjusting it to their head, the more
comfortable they will be with wearing it every time they ride.

a. Ask the students to bring their bike helmets to class. If some don't have helmets, you
may be able to borrow some from other classrooms or from a local bike shop.

b. Locate as many mirrors as you can and bring them to class. Narrow mirrors
designed for the back of doors work well.

c. Print the "Bike Smart for Parents" handout, which includes pictures of correct and
incorrect helmet placement. Or you may wish to pull out the CD jacket cover, open it
up and use the pictures provided inside. Make a copy for each student.

d. Have the students divide into groups of two or four. Each group should have a mirror
and should use the mirror to practice putting on the helmet. Using the mirror
increases the child's self-awareness.

e. Circulate among the groups to assist children with proper placement.
f. Finish the activity with some Q&A time, similar to #1 above.
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3. Bike Helmets Add-up.
In this exercise you put a bike helmet on for the class 10 times and have the students determine
whether the helmet is on correctly or incorrectly. At the end, students add up the number of
correct and incorrect helmet placements.

a. Using the following 5 ways to place a helmet (too low, too high, strap too loose, strap
not fastened, and helmet placed correctly), create a pattern of 10 demonstrations.

a. Put the helmet on 10 times, following the pattern you made.
b. Have the students determine if the helmet is on correctly or incorrectly, using a tally

sheet something like the table below.

Helmet Try-on Right Wrong Too low Too
high

Too
loose

Strap
undone

Number 1 √
Number 2 √ √
Number 3 √ √
etc.
Total

c. After the exercise is completed, ask the students to add all the “Right" and "Wrong"
check marks.

4. Bike Helmet Advocacy.
Most states have laws requiring children (usually children under 16) to wear a bike helmet;
however, national data indicate that only about 50% of adults wear bike helmets. In this
activity, discuss with the class why it's important for everyone to wear a bike helmet when
they ride -- not just children, but adults too. Work with your class to write a letter to an
(imaginary) adult, asking the adult to wear a bike helmet and why it's important. Instead of a
letter, the students may want to draw pictures or make a collage.

5. Hand Signal Practice.
Just as children need practice putting on a bike helmet, they need to become comfortable
using their arms to make the bicycle hand signals -- it's a physical skill that must be learned
and practiced.

a. Model each of the three hand signals for the class, standing in the front of the class
with your back to the students so that your arm and their arms will be oriented the
same way. Have the class practice the hand signals all together.

b. Then divide the class into groups of two to practice the hand signals on their own.
One student could model for the other; or one student could quiz the other, calling
out the name of a hand signal and asking the other student to perform it.

c. Circulate among the groups to assist children with proper placement of their arms.
d. Finish the activity with some Q&A time, similar to #1 above.
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6. Mock Intersection Role-play.
a. If you have space in your classroom, set up a mock intersection by moving desks to

form the sides of the streets. You might also make a mock intersection in the gym or
outside, using tape or chalk to mark out the streets.

b. Make round red and green circles out of construction paper to represent a traffic
light.

c. Have two students role-play being a younger and older sister or brother (or friend)
riding their bikes on the sidewalk and stopping to walk their bikes across at an
intersection.

d. Another student role-plays the traffic light at the opposite side of the intersection.
The traffic light should be holding a red circle when the two students arrive at the
intersection, which should change to a green circle some time while they’re standing
at the intersection.

e. The rules the two students should demonstrate properly are:
(1) waiting for the green light before crossing and
(2) looking left-right-left-again before crossing.

d. All the students in the class can take turns being the two people walking their bikes
across the street and also being the traffic light.

e. For more advanced students, students can also pretend to be vehicles in the
intersection, making sure to obey all traffic rules.  The pedestrians must then pay
special attention to the vehicles.

7. Do the Math! (for older students).
a. Make round red and green team badges (to symbolize traffic lights) with numbers on

them to identify members of the same team.
b. During the mock intersection role-play, have the students tally the “scores” of the

teams.  During the exercise, put checks for “Rule 1 done” and “Rule 2 done” for each
team.  Make a form that looks something like this:

Team Waited for Walk
Sign (Rule 1)

Looked Left-Right-
Left (Rule 2)

Total

Team 1 √
Team 2 √ √
Team 3 √
etc.

c. After the exercise is completed, ask the students to add all the “Waited for Walk” and
“Left-Right-Left” check marks.  Which rule was followed most often?
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8. Bike Smart Song.  Do your kids like the Bike Smart song on the CD? Here are the words
for you to sing it together.

Bike, Bike, we’re Bike Smart,
You want to ride a bike, well where do you start?
From head to toe, there are things to know
So you can be Bike Smart.

Bike, Bike, we’re Bike Smart,
Riding on the sidewalk or in the park.
Helmets, seats, it’s oh so sweet
When you become Bike Smart.

Do you know how to signal when you make a turn?
This is one of the things you’ll learn.
Stop and look before you go,
That’s an important thing to know.

Bike, Bike, we’re Bike Smart,
You want to ride a bike, well where do you start?
From head to toe, there are things to know
So you can be Bike Smart. BIKE SMART!

9. “How Cars Move” Game.

Materials needed for game:
q Poster board with intersection drawn on it  (Don’t put any traffic signals in it; that

comes later)
q Five small game pieces to represent cars (use five different colored plastic blocks or

thick construction paper)
q Two “traffic lights” (you can use paper cups with popsicle sticks inserted in the flat

end with red and green colored construction paper circles glued to the popsicle stick)
q Four stop signs (paper cups with popsicle sticks and red construction paper)
q Two arrows that will be used to indicate one way streets.
q Have each student cut out and color a person with a bike to cross the street.
q One die

Each set will accommodate eight to ten players.
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Here’s how the game works:
a. Divide up into teams of four or five students each. Two teams will play at each

station.
b. The first team rolls the die. The number on the die will determine the type of

intersection to be set up.
1= two-way stop sign
2= 4-way stop sign
3= traffic light with two-way streets
4= an uncontrolled intersection (no traffic lights, no stop signs)
5= traffic light with a one-way street and a two-way street
6= traffic light with both one-way streets

c. After Team 1 rolls the die, Team 2 sets up the intersection with the cutouts above,
including the cars.

d. One at a time, each member of Team 1 places his or her own cutout at a corner and
points out each car that could cross in front of them.

e. At the end of each member’s turn, Team 2 can choose to re-arrange the cars or let
them stay where they are.

f. Each student who identifies all the hazardous cars gets a point for their team.

g. After all the members of Team 1 have had their turn, then Team 2 rolls the die, Team
1 sets up the intersection, and the game continues.

h. After a predetermined number of rounds, the team with the highest score wins.

10.  Coloring Sheet – Jamie and the Intersection.  Included in this pdf is a black-and-white
line drawing to be used as a coloring page. The image is from the “Watching for Cars”
section of Lesson 2 of the Bike Smart program and can be used to help children learn to
watch traffic signals and cars that can turn in front of them as they cross the street. See the
instructions on the coloring sheet.



Color traffic light #1 green for "go".
Color traffic light #2 red for "stop".
Jamie is crossing the street with the arrow.
Color the cars that can turn in Jamie's path. #2#1


